
WE ARE HIRING

POSITION Your focus is on managing  e-commerce development and maintenance tasks on the IT side.

You will control the quality and workload of developers’ suppliers and partners involved in the project.

You will participate in the business requirements analysis process and advise Balcia business  in the 
requirements definition phase, transfer information to the team, suppliers and cooperation partners in 
order to ensure the implementation of the project and mutual integration.

You will also be carrying out research of the latest technologies in the in the area of e-commerce 
development and providing proposals as well as participating in the development of logical and 
conceptual e-commerce designs (models architecture) as well as development of documentation.

We are looking for people who are curious, love technology and work to be a little better every single day. In our 
teamwork we aim to be agile, smart, dynamic and collaborative. We value trust & transparency above all. If this 
sounds like a good fit for you, 

WHAT WE EXPECT 

then we are on the same page and should talk.

If you possess creativity and analytical skills and look 
forward to taking on new challanges,

If you have the ability to organize, possess conceptual 
thinking, have a creative approach to work and have 
effective communication and cooperation skills,

if you put passion and energy in everything you do and get 
satisfaction from it,

if you are a results-driven person and have a mindset that 
allows you to always think out of the box,

You will be working from our headquarters in the Riga city center at a modern office in a friendly, fast-paced and teamwork oriented international 
culture with high ethics. You will have an opportunity to work also remotely. 

No two days are the same, you will have an opportunity to participate in international projects and be part of a growing and professional team. We 
will provide you with necessary trainings, guidance and onboarding.

Competitive monthly salary range of 2600-3200 EUR gross (depending on your level of experience and competence), health insurance from the first 
working day, additional paid days off, discount on Balcia products, gifts on special occasions and more.

REQUIREMENTS

5+ years experience as an analyst in the IT field

Understanding and knowledge of e-commerce 
development/maintenance processes

Experience in compiling, defining and documenting business 
requirements

Experience in IT systems documentation creation and support

General knowledge of SQL selects

Experience in web content management and HTML

Experience in Swagger documentation creation will be considered 
as an advantage

Ability to read groovy scripts will be considered as an advantage

Fluent in Latvian, excellent in English

OFFER?

Sounds interesting?

Your personal data controller is Balcia Insurance SE, registered in Latvia with the registration number 40003159840, legal address K.Valdemara Street 63, Riga, 
LV-1142, Latvia. Phone: +37167030500, e-mail: balcia@balcia.com. Read more about it here: www.balcia.com

why not say heo?
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Riga, Latvia�

IT ANALYST

� careers@balcia.com

We do encourage you to apply:

Or, know someone who would be a perfect fit? Let them know!


